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ABOUT THIS REPORT

U.S. Customer Insights – the future of video-triggered AR has just started
Growing AR market
Augmented Reality is on the rise in many
industries, e.g. in e-commerce (Ikea,
houzz), gaming (Pokémon Go) or Navigation (Google Maps AR). AR has not yet
reached mass market in the consumer
sector. But forecasts predict that AR
will be the next big thing in the media
landscape and potentially disrupt many
industries. This is what the Boston Consulting Group in a current study[1] concludes.
One variant of the AR adaption is video-
triggered AR, where users point their

phone’s or tablet’s camera on a video
(see example image) and receive additional information and interaction opportunities. The experience is synched
to what is happening on the screen, and
therefore is one of the most promising
use cases of AR for consumer markets.
The goal of this study is to understand
this market and consumer behavior, and
if video-triggered AR technology can be
well applied to 5G (market adaptability).

consumption of videos will rise at an
uprecedented rate. Software solutions
using video as a trigger for AR content
on consumer mobiles and future AR
glasses will provide new possibilities for
telco providers, which transform more
and more into media companies and
seek 5G applications.
Video-triggered AR will take advantage
of the convergence of 5G, Mixed Reality
and broadcast video.

According to studies[2], there will be
exponential growth in augmented reality on consumer mobile devices, while
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METHODOLOGY

A realistic outlook on the potential U.S. market
Framework of the study
This study is a collaborative research
project between eyecandylab and the XR
scholars Prof. Dr. Philipp A. Rauschnabel
and Katrin Brunner from the Bundes
wehr University Munich (Germany), and
U.S. market research institute Dynata.

- How do consumers evaluate
	 video-triggered AR? Which use
cases do consumers prefer?
- Are consumers willing to shop
through video-triggered AR?
- How does video-triggered AR
improve existing business models?

Based on a representative online survey
of more than 1000 U.S. consumers, we
provide profound customer insights to
answer questions, such as

The survey provides precious customer
insights and a realistic outlook on the
potential U.S. market for video-triggered Augmented Reality.

- How familiar are consumers
with AR?

Also, it takes a close look at potential
use cases for telco and TV providers.

Methodology
The online survey was conducted in
September 2019 in the United States.
Participants were chosen randomly, but
corresponding to the representative
criteria of age, gender, region.

to be evaluated by the respondents,
supported by an example image, e.g.
sports, shopping, and education.

The average age was 37.2 years, 52.2%
were female, 47.8% male. All regions in
the U.S. have been covered (Northeast,
Midwest, South, West).
The respondents had to watch a video,
which explained what video-triggered
AR is and how it can be adapted for specific use cases. Each use case then had
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16.1%
Midwest

32.4%

21%

avg.
37.2
West

30.5%

21.5%

21.5%
18.6%

50-plus years
40-49 years

Northeast

AGE
38.4%

30-39 years

EDUCATION

REGION

STUDY SAMPLE

3.1%
18.8%
19.3%

18-29 years

19.3%

South

16.3%

20,000$ - 34,999$

14.8%

INCOME

35,000$ - 49,999$

17.8%

50,000$ - 74,999$
75,000$ - 99,999$

14.0%

100,000$ - 149,999$

14.0%

More than 150,000$

GENDER

14.2%

Less than 20,000$

8.9%

4.0%

47.8%

11.5%

31.4%

No diploma
High school graduate, diploma
College credit, no degree
Associates degree
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctorate degree

52.2%
N = 1029 / 1029 participants
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
KEY LEARNINGS FROM THE SURVEY

Video-triggered AR injects momentum in the market
Consumers love video-triggered AR

Willingness to pay more for AR features

40% of U.S. consumers love the application across all kinds of entertainment
shows, sports, shopping or education,
and 34% would love to have this available
on every show in the future and use it on
a constant basis. The more consumers
have knowledge and experience with AR,
the disproportionately more they see the
impact and value of having video-triggered AR in the future. As clearly more
consumers will have actual AR experience in a few years, the acceptance for
video-triggered AR will rise significantly.

AR combined with video has the potential to accelerate market adoption
when bundling with 5G services. If such
a service would come with a 5G mobile
phone contract, U.S. consumers would
pay on average 17% more for the contract than they would pay for it without
this feature.
Augmented Reality is shaping the future of commerce
Video-triggered AR will also empower
shoppers to visualize products that are
on TV and provide immersive experiences

that eventually drive sales conversions.
The benefits for consumers are multifaceted: For example, AR features can
bring products to life, increase buyer
confidence, or engage shoppers.
Conversion intent up to 74%
53% of shopping-interested U.S. consumers would like to get more information about items and products that are
on the screen, while 39% of them would
also like to buy the products instantly –
a conversion intent of 74% in this profitable consumer segment. Combining
product information through AR with

video enormously increases the likelihood for consumers to buy a product.
Even spontaneous purchases can be triggered this way during TV sessions.
Applied to sports, AR is highly relevant –
and offers new monetization possibilities
Live Sports and its different use cases will
profit from video-triggered AR, and business cases like Fantasy Sports and Live
Betting can develop new consumer touchpoints and monetization possibilities.
Video-triggered AR is a major opportunity for market players, boosted by stateof-the-art Augmented Reality features.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
QUOTE HIGHLIGHTS

“It is a unique feature.”
(Female, 29, from Wisconsin)

“I am sure there are endless possibilities
for this in the near future!”
(Male, 46, from New York)

“I think it is great what they are offering, like the backstories, the
quizzes, etc. It makes watching programs more exciting.”
(Female, 42, from California)

“I love it, it will create more interaction with users.”
(Male, 27, from California)

“I think this is an extremely
great idea and a good way for
people to interact with TV. Cool
to see what comes from it.”
(Male, 36, from Iowa)
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AR IN GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE ON AR AND EXPERIENCE

More than 40% of surveyed U.S. consumers are already familiar with AR
Familiarity with AR will have an impact
on market potential for AR features
U.S. consumers have a high familiarity
with AR, which implies a probable future
use of AR applications. 25.2% of the surveyed customers have only AR knowledge, whereas 15.5% have knowledge and
actual AR experience, which makes 40.7%
of AR knowledge in total. Augmented Reality is not pure fiction, but becomes more
and more real for the consumers.
On the other hand, 36.2% of those
surveyed heard about AR, but have no
knowledge and 23.1% do not know at all,

what AR is. This indicates that a broad
mass adoption in the U.S. has not been
achieved yet. However, these numbers
will eventually decline significantly within
the next years in favor of the growing AR
knowledge and usage.
Global usage trends
Looking at the overall applications of AR,
consumers are getting more familiar with
AR and trying things out. Other studies
show that mobile AR-apps can improve
brands through inspiration[3]. However,
the AR consumer market has not fully
taken off yet. At the same time, the in-

dustry mobile AR platforms are the focus
and mobile AR leads[4]. The same study
states that consumers want entertain-

23.1%
No, I don't know
what AR is

ment and education and are eager to try
something new. These are the most relevant consumer purchase drivers.

15.5%
Yes, I consider myself as pretty
knowledgable and I have actual
usage experience.

25.2%
I have only heard
about it, but don't
really know what it is

36.2%

Yes, I consider myself as pretty
knowledgable but I do not have
actual usage experience so far.
N = 1029/1029 participants
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EVALUATION OF VIDEO-TRIGGERED AR
IN GENERAL

40% of the respondents believe that video-triggered AR is the future of watching TV
Video-triggered AR –
the future of watching TV
A majority of the respondents (59%)
consider video-triggered AR as a new
way to experience TV, and 40% think
that this will be the future of watching
TV. 42% of the surveyed customers
would like to try the AR feature. And
41% think that it makes watching TV
more exciting.
More than one third of the respondents
(35%) are convinced that this will have
a big impact on how they will watch TV
in the future. Another third (31%) can

imagine using this AR feature regularly.
Polar response – Consumers like it
or dislike it
AR experienced users like video-triggered AR more. The more experience
they have with AR, the more they like
this feature. 73% of users with AR
knowledge and AR experience think this
is a new way to experience TV and 66%
of them would like to try it.
Users with no AR experience are not as
convinced as of it and only 27% of them
would like to try it. So either the respondents significantly like or dislike it.

Little difference between the two
younger age groups
Age does not have a significant effect
on the evaluation of video-triggered
AR. The responses of the two younger
age groups (18-29 and 30-39) years are
very similar.

Interestingly enough, neither the income nor the gender reveals substantial
differences in the results.
In the long term, video-triggered AR will
be able to serve mass markets and not
only to younger and masculine consumers.

58% of both see it as a new way to experience TV and 46% / 47% would like to
try it. Young generations like it more, but
it can also be observed that the novelty
effects are stronger for 40+ consumers.
Nevertheless, about one third of the
40+ would like to try the AR feature.
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EVALUATION OF VIDEO-TRIGGERED AR
AR KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE

Yes, I consider myself as pretty
knowledgable and I have
actual usage experience.

This is a new way to experience TV
I would really like to try it

Yes, I consider myself as pretty
knowledgable but I do not have
actual usage experience so far.

I believe this will have a big impact
on how I watch TV in the future
I can imagine using this regularly

I have only heard about it,
but don't really know what it is

This makes watching
TV more exciting
I would like to have this available
on every TV program in the future

39.7%
This will definitely
be the future of
watching TV

41.4%
This makes
watching TV
more exciting

No, I don't know what AR is

This will deﬁnitely be the
future of watching TV

All Groups
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

Note:
Respondents had to answer on a scale of
1-7 (1 = totally disagree, 7 = totally agree).
Percentages here are the cumulated Top 2
(6 and 7 points) answers.
N = 1029 / 1029 participants
Top 2 values based on a seven point scale
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EVALUATION OF VIDEO-TRIGGERED AR
PER SCREENTIME

Frequent TV users likely to be early adopters
N = 1029/1029 participants; Top 2 values based
on a seven point scale

This is a new way
to experience TV

Screen time has an effect on evaluation
of video-triggered AR
To evaluate the impact of a consumer’s
screen time on the adoption of videotriggered AR, we created an intensity score based on daily consumption,
grouped into three equal groups of low,
moderate and high screen time.

I would really like to try it
I believe this will have
a big impact on how I watch
TV in the future
I can imagine using
this regularly
high
TV consumption

This makes watching
TV more exciting

moderate
TV consumption

I would like to have
this available on every
TV program in the future

low TV
consumption

This will deﬁnitely be the
future of watching TV

all groups
0%

10 %

20 %

30 %

40 %

50 %

60 %

70 %

Frequent TV users likely to be
early adopters
The higher the screen time, the better the
evaluation of video-triggered AR. 64% of
the “high” TV consumers consider would
like to try the experience, consistently

decreasing to 23% of the “low” TV watchers. Consumers watching more TV believe
more in the enforcement of video-triggered AR and would really like to try it
(64%).
However, participants with “low” TV consumption agree significantly more on the
statement that this is a new way to experience TV (50%) than on the other statements (avg. 28%), which implies a stronger
novelty effect to these consumers. Frequent TV users are likely to be early adopters, but consumers with less screen time
see the novelty and interest may rise when
video-enabled AR is offered more broadly.
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EVALUATION OF USE CASES
IN GENERAL

Broad acceptance of applications
USE CASES

Sports

38%

Films & Series

38%

Quiz &
Entertainment

39%

Shoppable TV

41%

Kids

38%

Education

43%

Several use cases perfectly match with
consumers preferences
Entertainment use cases are perceived
well. 38% of the respondents find AR
applications for Live Sports use cases
very useful, as well as 38% agree on
Film & Series and 39% on Quiz Entertainment formats. Another 38% rate AR
features combined with Kids TV as useful. Commerce use cases are of slightly
higher interest to the consumers: 41%
like the feature to get more information
about products on the screen and purchase them directly.

Education leads the board
Video-triggered AR for educational purposes has the highest potential for the
respondents (43%), presumably in the
context of the age groups and the positive impact on their kids and society.

N = 1029/1029 participants; Top 2 values based on a seven point scale
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EVALUATION OF USE CASES
AR KNOWLEDGE

Imagination grows with AR knowledge
AR knowledge facilitates customer
acceptance for AR features
The more AR knowledge people have,
the more they like the ideas for the suggested uses cases – and they can better
imagine how to use it.
Almost two thirds of the respondents
with AR knowledge and actual experience see the value of video-triggered
AR for all the mentioned use cases. The
results show almost equal ratings, from
Sports (68%), Shoppable TV (66%) to
Education (71%).

Acceptance will rise in the future
This response behavior can be observed
through all following use case evaluation responses. Considering the fact
that within the next years, the group
of AR knowledge and AR experience is
expected to grow significantly, it can be
expected that users will then see the
great and sustaining value of these applications.

Sports
Films & Series
Quiz & Entertainment
Shoppable TV
Kids
Education
0%

Yes, I consider myself
as pretty knowledgable
and I have actual
usage experience.

10%

20%

30%

Yes, I consider myself as
pretty knowledgable but
I do not have actual usage
experience so far.

40%

50%

60%

I have only heard
about it, but don't really
know what it is

70%

80%

No, I don't know
what AR is

N = 1029 / 1029 participants ; Top 2 values based on a seven point scale
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EVALUATION OF USE CASE SPORTS

Potential Sports Use Cases
Among the several sports uses cases, U.S.
consumers consider, Live Stats, Holograms,
Fantasy Sports and real-time betting as
very useful.
Especially business models in sports
entertainment like Fantasy Sports or
real-time betting can be transformed
into AR and benefit immediately.
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EVALUATION OF USE CASE SPORTS

Sports fans like AR features around Live Sports
Sports fans see the value of AR
features around the broadcast
58% of all respondents evaluate AR features as attractive in Sports (top 3 rating). Within this subgroup, the respondents rated Live Stats (65%), Hologram
(57%), Live Betting (51%) and Fantasy
Sports (56%) as a very useful feature.
Surprisingly, the acceptance of these
specific AR features for Sports persists
across all age groups at a similar level.
This indicates the suitability for all types
of sports and their audiences, from
eSports to Golf, enabling a new level of
fan experience on demand.

New monetization possibilities
Live Sports and its different use cases
will profit from AR features for video / TV.
Established business models in sports
entertainment like Fantasy Sports or
real-time betting can be transformed
into AR and benefit immediately from
opening up new consumer touchpoints
and increasing experience quality.

USE CASES
18-29 years

Sports Live Stats
30-39 years
40-49 years

Sports Hologram

50-plus years

All

Sports Live Betting

Sports Fantasy

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

N = 561/1029 participants; Top 2 values based on a seven point scale
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EVALUATION OF USE CASE SHOPPING

Potential Shopping Use Cases
Commerce is a strong use case for Augmented Reality. Current applications
in the e-commerce sector show highly
promising results. Houzz, the furniture
supplier achieves 11 times more purchases[5] and Amazon observes a significantly reduced return rate[6]. Therefore,
the application in the sector AR and
video has a high potential to boost commercial cases as well.
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EVALUATION OF USE CASE SHOPPING

Strong potential for shopping – AR can boost sales figures

Video-triggered AR empowers viewers
to visualize products on video / TV, which
are particularly visible on the screen in
a specific scene and provides immersive
experiences that will drive sales.
From a consumer perspective, AR can
bring products from the screen seamlessly into their environment, which increases
buyer confidence and engages shoppers.
Shoppable TV can reach a conversion
intent up to 74%
59% of all respondents evaluated AR

features for shopping as attractive (top
3 rating). More than half (53%) of this
shopping-interested subgroup would use
the AR functionality to get detailed information about products. 47% would directly purchase the product shown on the
screen through AR. Projected on the U.S.
population, every fourth U.S. TV consumer can imagine buying products through
AR. 39% of the respondents would inform themselves about products and buy
them through AR, equaling a conversion
intent of 74%.
To derive a conversion rate, of course,
other parameters have to be taken into

account, e.g. the price, product category,
or purchase process. However, this is a
clear indicator that AR boosts not only
current e-commerce applications but
also the combination of AR and video.
The likelihood for consumers to buy a
product significantly increases, as first
implementations in South Korea show,
where telco carrier LG Uplus Corporation launched an AR service around
home shopping channels.

53% would use video-triggered AR to learn
more about products
39% would use it to learn more about products
and buy them through AR

53%

39%

=74%

N = 611 / 1029 participants

Huge advantages for shopping with AR
features

Conversion intent
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EVALUATON OF VIDEO-TRIGGERED AR
PRICE SENSITIVITY / 5G

Consumers are willing to pay more for AR features –
new opportunities for telco providers
Difference (in %) of the amount willing to spend on top of their current
contract for only 5G versus 5G in combination with video-triggered AR

18-29 years

16%

30-39 years

17%

40-49 years

34%

50-plus years
Average

To conduct a willingness to pay for video-
triggered AR, the participants had to indicate how much more they would pay for it
on top of a cellphone plan. If a permanent
feature of video-triggered AR would come
with a 5G cellphone plan, U.S. consumers
would pay on overage 17% more for the
contract than they would pay for 5G
without this feature.

5%
17%

U.S. Consumers are willing to pay more
for AR features

tract including 5G combined with AR
features in comparison to a contract
providing only 5G.
The perception as a new feature in the
context of a new network generation
appears as an opportunity for telco providers to offer new, value-adding services for consumers around the launch.

The highest premium amount for AR
would be paid by the 40-49 age group,
ready to spend 34% more for a 5G conN = 1029 / 1029 participants
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CONCLUSION
THE POWER OF VIDEO-TRIGGERED AR

Learnings and Outlook
The Power of video-triggered
Augmented Reality

Transformation opportunity for many
media industries

Blending traditional video content with
interactive AR elements has a large
potential in the consumer market. The
analysis of the proposed uses cases
made clear that consumers are really
interested in interacting with TV and
video to receive more service, obtain
relevant information, or even to shop
products, and they are willing to pay a
premium for this kind of service.

The industry has many options to apply
video-triggered AR to their business
models and help them to transform.
Media networks, broadcasters, and
content producers can create a new
level of interaction offerings with their
content to drive engagement and retention and open up new revenue sources
by e.g. sponsored AR content or direct
sales. Telecommunication enterprises
who want to establish new products
and services for their 5G networks have

the opportunity to use AR as one major
use case. Sports leagues, associations,
and clubs that are appearing as content producers, seeking for relevance
among younger generations, can create
value through AR as well as sports data
and betting providers exploring new
consumer touchpoints. Last but not
least, AR for video is highly relevant for
brands and retail, which increasingly
combine digital and physical into one
seamless shopping experience both at
home or out of home.

Shaping the future with AR
Augmented Reality is already shaping
the future of commerce and will do the
same for the TV and video business. Exponential growth is expected in AR on
consumer mobile devices, and the results
of this study reveal the consumer agreement on relevant use cases in this space.
Broad acceptance is crucial for Augmented Reality, and video-triggered AR has
the potential to be one of the critical use
cases for mass adoption in consumer AR.
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Contact:
eyecandylab
Munich | Los Angeles | San Francisco
hello@eyecandylab.com

eyecandylab has developed augmen.tv,
a platform that brings augmented reality to video. The startup was founded in
2017 and is based in the U.S. with offices
in Los Angeles and New York City, and
operates research and development in
Munich, Germany. Companies that already use the augmen.tv platform bene-

fit from significantly stronger viewer loyalty, a powerful increase in sponsoring
options and monetization possibilities.
Customers include VIACOM, LG Uplus,
NBC Universal, WWE, and Softbank.
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